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ABSTRACT
Rad i omctric brightness temperature measurements taken through nL, -zero
loss radomes will be in error. The magnitude of this error will d::pend
(- several factors: radcme loss factor, effective background bright-
ness temperature, and the radccne physical temperature. Each of these
factors is treated and its relative: importcnce given f-r an airborne
r&diometer. No attempt is made to account for atmospheric iriJiuced
errors which are independent from radome induced errors.
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INTROD'1CTION
The microwave radiometer now under development by Space General Cor•110-
ray on will b^, used in conjunction with multiple sensors in the M; C
Earth Resources Survey Program. The sensors are to be mounted in
the MSC P3 aircraft thus requiring an airborne radome enclosure
for the radiomAter.
Thr radiometer is a broadband four frequency radio receiver with a
3ensitivi.ty of 1-degree Kelvin. The four frequencies are 1.42, 10.625.
2L.3 and 31.4 gigahertz.
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NON-ZFRO IOSS RADON:
A non-zero loss radome can be considered an absorbing and emitting
medium. This means a source brightness will be attenuated when
viewed through a lossy medium. Also, the medium will have some con-
tribution to the observed brightness. Consider a lossy medium
situated between an antenna and a source at absolute zero temperature.
Without the lossy medium the observed brightness temperature would be
zero, however, the lossy medium will give an increase in available
antenna power given by	 ^TO). A blackbody will generate Power
(' e f TY)
	
where T(x) io the thermal equilibrium temperature
distribution. J g(Ois the incremental atten,.•ation distribution and
(X) is the total attenuation (i.n nepers) between any source point
Q)() and the observer.
Thus,	 j Q ^ la T.,) = Cf T `^) '^ `^ jX)
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(X) is the medium attenuation constant per unit length and dX
This, the brightness temperature for the loss.Vis the incremental length.
medium alone becomes
X= X^
Eq. 1	 -^e =
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where X = X 1 and X = X2 are the boundarie	 of the los:y medium. (Sec:
F! eure	 1)
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For the case of a lossy radome, two simplifying assumptions are rode.
It is assumed that T(X) is a constant T 	 and that c,( (X) is a constant
at any point in the radome.	 Now,	 if Ts \O, the effective antenna bright-
ness temperature (TA ) {^ given by r
A ` 0
w 
T e + T, (I
TA = is -^ 
L 
_ T
L
The simplifying assumptions made thGt allowed such a clean and sirrnple
formulation need a fe y ., words of explanation. The radome ternp:!rature
and attenuation constant per unit length will vary throughout. It
would be near impossible to determine and measure the distribution
wh(:j•e 9 = Dotal attenuation in nepers
Defining the loss factor (L) 9s
T	 TS _f -T' ( _ I
L
function of these variables and even then it would leave one with a
complex integration.
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5A much simpler approach is to monitor the temperature gradient (which
should be fairly constant) and perform effective loss measurements at
various radiometer look anglec 
C
(, (d,). These loss measurements
may then be tabulated and inserted into the antenna brightness com-
a	 putations indicated by equation two.
ERRORS
Although a method is established whereby the source brightness tempera-
ture may be calculated (solving equation 2 for Ts and using the appro-
Priate L (9,^ ) term), errors will still be present due to measurement
errors. It thus remains to establish the range cf errors to be expected.
Loss Factor
The loss factor will be greater than 1 (zero-loss) and less than 2 (50
percent loss).
A good (very good) antenna range could achieve one-quarter of a db
accurate measurement. Allowing this to be +one-eighth of a db is about
43 per cent error. __If, however, careful measurements are conducted at
a high altitude radio-astrc,nomy site an accuracy of + 1- to +2- per cent
should be possible.
Radome Temi)erature
The radome temperature monitor instrumentation will be accurate to 1-
degree Kelvin or be-cter. However, in establishing an effective ra,iome
temperature function other errors will be involved such as sensor loca-
tion and a ^tual radiometer look angle, localizf:d heating (or tooling)
due to sun, wind currents, etc., original measurements interpretation
and extrapolation, etc. If a complete testing and docwnentation proce-
dure is followed, and assuming the radiometer ac^uracy is +1- degreo
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Kelvin, it should be possible to establish the effective radome temper-
ature to +2- degrees Kelvin. The radome temperature ranLs. ,
 shoul-I be
frora about 220- degrees Kelvin to 325-degrees Kelvin.
To summarize, the following equalities and inequalities care be stated.
1 <L < z	 o.c1 c^ Q^^ rG;C`,
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Solving equation 2 for Ts gives
T r LTA --(L-1)-rS
Al.lowinE I,,TA and TR "o become L. -^- L^ L	 7f}
-f - Q7^	 and	 , -^ n 7)Z
	
equation 3 becomes
TS t AT5 _ CL 4 M) (1,i l ATi,) -- (L + A 1. -1) (7k -r A l^
^A — (L, — t) T + ,fie , l TA -- T`^ -}- ^. ^ A "ail - A i^^ t ^^ i^J .r ^1 ' A
From equation 3 4T,; - (/- -)/_R   is the source brightness calculation perfor ►ried
in data reduction and taken as the actual brightness temperature for
data purposes. Reco6ni.zing this, replacing, TA by equation 2, and
neglecting	 A • d 	terms results in
Eq . 1,
Note that as L approaches 1 t , equivalent to no radome), Q [s>A !, which is
the radiometer accuracy.
Since the interest is in maximum errors, equation 4 is maxi-mined with
regard to signs. Thus,
A- 7-	 Aid
(Radiometer accuracy)
Eq. 3
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The last two terms are linearly dependent on the loss factor U while
the first term isis dependent on the accuracy to which I, is measured
and the difference between the source and radome temperature. Equation j
is sketched in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Fignire 4 for di'ferent values
of l,A^L 	 Note that Figure 2 and Figure 3 differ ealy
in assumed radome temperature. However, the importance of the radome
loss measurement is clearly evident, by comparing Figure 3 wi.h G'igure 4.
I, should be remembered that the above treatment concerned itself with
maximum error. In operation bL, AT , and A-rQ are PMS quantities and
will be a somewhat random fluctuations. Consequently, it mRy be possible
to establish the total error as the root.-sum-square of all quantities.
That i s	 —	 - ---^-
_ 
Eq.
Equation 6 is sketched it. tgure 5 for L = 1.1. and -^^ =1/100 (one-
percent) and - = = C_/100  (two-per cent) . For rc:ference equ,' t i.on 5 for
r
h = 1.1 and ^^' =1/100 is the dashe,I line in Figure 5.
The actual total error will be deteratined experimentally at a proper
test rang(:. The technique for accomplishing thi s will be to view known
brightnes. temperatures (such as cold sky) with and without the radome.
RADIONIFTER SENSITTVTTY
The radiometer sensitivity will also suffer due to the radome. To show
this cons icier equati cm 2. If the background brIghttleSO under • observation
goes frorM--^ /t^;^
	
, the corresponding change in TA
 is '^5 TA
	
a TR	 L^
8or	 4T = L n-T;
	 ag_7;i1-T^
Conversely, for a given ( ATA- ) radiometer sensitivity, the miril r ►um
detectable background brightness change is I, (Q ',A).
CONCLUS I014S
Every effort should made to insure the best possible radome. However,
for low loss radc^me: (L < 1.1) more important items become the loss
factor measurement, beam displacement, etc.
The errors developed in this report should be taken only as an eCtimate
of radiometer system performance when enclosed in an airb-rne radorne.
Even low loss radornes will introduce errors of two, three- maybe evon
ten-degrees Kelvin wren viewing very cold (radiometrically) objects,
the actual error being dependent on how extensive a calibration and
controlled. testing pro-ram is accomplished.
The radiometer sensitivity will not be seriously degraded for low less
radomes. That is to say a measurement of incremental brightness temper-
ature change between plowed ground and grassy plains should. be
 as good
with the rrLdome as without. This assturies the incremental measurement
is made on a single flight line.
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List of Syrzbol s
TA - Antenna Effective Brightness Temperature - 0 
TB - Los- y Medium Effective Brightness Temperature - 0K
TR - Radome Thermal Equilibrium Temperature - oK
TS - Source Brightness Temperature - 0 
T(X) - Lossy Medium Thermal Equilibrium Temperature Distribution - 0 
e TA - RMS, Antenna Brightness Temperature Error - 0 
T  - RMS Radorre Temperature Error - 0K
A TS - Maximum Source Brightness Temperature Error - 0 
L - hadome Loss Factor
o^ (x) - Lossy f•tedium Attenuati.ori Constant per Unit Length -nepers/IcriCth
^ (x) - Total attenuation between observer and any source point x -neper::
- Total Attenuation
- Boltzmann's Constant - 1.38 x 10 -23 Joules0
K
of - Receiver Bandwidth - Hz
oK - Degree Kelvin
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